Recent Developments
& Future Challenges
Henning Breuer & Florian Lüdeke-Freund at ISPIM 2021

Sorry not to see you here with our SIG
co-hosting the conference.

 There is a growing awareness that we should align the way we do business and
manage innovation should with what we care about - as individuals,
organisations and society. This is what we call values-based innovation.
 It enables up us to leverage values to generate and evaluate ideas, to direct
collaborative efforts and to integrate stakeholders into innovation activities.

Purpose of the SIG

https://www.ispim-innovation.com/sig-values-based-innovation

Why do we need this SIG?

 Human values* stlll remain widely untapped as sources and drivers of innovation.
However, their potential to integrate diverse stakeholders into innovation processes,
to direct collaborative efforts, and to generate innovations that matter has been
acknowledged.
 Existing innovation frameworks barely cover the role of different stakeholder values
(e.g. of entrepreneurs, intrapreneurs, innovation managers, customers / clients).
 Novel facilitation methods are needed to manage values for innovation – reframing
existing methods and developing new approaches (e.g. for impact assessment).
* (1) concepts or beliefs (2) about desirable end states or behaviors that (3) go beyond certain
situations or events, (4) guide the selection or evaluation of behavior or events, are (5) structurally
ordered according to their relative importance (Frey 2016).

New Resources /// Lab of Tomorrow Manual

/// https://www.lab-of-tomorrow.com/sites/default/files/document/2021-01/lab-of-tomorrow_manual_2020.12_0.pdf
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New Resources /// A MURAL template to faciltate values-based
business modelling using sustainable business design patterns.

/// Prof. Dr. Henning Breuer
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New Resources /// Teaching Letters (MBA Innovationmanagement)
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New Resources /// Corporate Sustainability Innovation Game

/// Prof. Dr. Henning Breuer
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New Resources /// 36 Gamification Design Patterns for the creation
of games formats to facilitate values-based and sustainable innovation.

/// Prof. Dr. Henning Breuer

Visit www.gamify.site for more or download a preview on the pattern collection here
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New Project /// Building values-based innovation cultures for
sustainable business impact / IMPACT (www.impact-project.site)

/// Prof. Dr. Henning Breuer
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New Project /// An emerging maturity model for values-based
innovation with according barriers, practices, methods and cases.

/// Full paper on Building Values-based Innovation Cultures for Sustainable Business Impact available here.
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New Online Resources /// Podcasts, Videos and Interviews
1. The Corporate Sustainability Innovation Game, introduction video by
Henning Breuer and Kiril Ivanov, 2021:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i70UPui0iGU&t=6s

9.

2. How to teach gamification for innovation and entrepreneurship using
gamification design patterns. Video summary of a train-the trainer
workshop 2021: https://www.gamify.site/post/train-the-trainer-workshop

10. Webinar: The use of remote games to foster innovation, by Henning
Breuer, Sune Gudiksen & Kiril Ivanov (22.06.2020, 51 min):
www.gamify.site/post/the-use-of-remote-games-to-foster-innovation

3. Values-Based Innovation Management, Webinar with CreativeLabs by
Henning Breuer (6.7.2020, 55 min, covering ethnography, business model
patterns and values to vision): https://youtu.be/IFYEzvRn2ho

11. Webinar - Values-Based Innovation Management: Concepts, Methods
and Applications (29.10.2019, focus on ethnographic research):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I2gUryMeRyU

4. Values-based and Sustainable Innovation Kick-off (14.07.2020, SIG
introduction and topics): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CGB28KQYbE

12. Dive into values-based innovation management (12.07.2019,
10 min, introductory keynote by Henning Breuer at NBM Conference
2019 focussing on personal values and business models):
https://youtu.be/3djyBA2Bjpo)

5. Values-based Innovation (Matthias Rauterberg: Human values-based
design Sven-Uwe Müller: Values-based business model innovation in the
Lab of Tomorrow, 14.07.2020, 63 min, ISPIM Thought Leader
Presentations): https://youtu.be/p2jcKnVrQrw
6. From good will to good practice (with Values-Based and Sustainable
Innovation), (14.07.2020, ISPIM Panel Discussion):
https://youtu.be/56CFvyFwgQk
7. The Road to ISPIM Berlin 2021 – from coping with the current crisis to
caring for our common future, Joana Breidenbach, Allen Alexander,
Henning Breuer & Klaus Fichter (14.07.2020, 32 min):
https://youtu.be/TY9tN7cswXA
8. Values-Based Innovation Management - with Dr. Henning Breuer,
24.6.2020, 41 min Podcast at Mothers Earth’s Hero Show:
https://radiopublic.com/the-mother-earths-heroes-show-8jvXnl/s1!0dddc

Values-Based and Sustainable Innovation SIG by Henning Breuer and
Florian Lüdeke-Freund (22.06.2020, 3 min, short introduction):
https://youtu.be/phBUw1FYobQ

13. Fishbowl Discussion with with Philip Baumann, Head of Product at
Ecosia and Roman Meier-Andrae, Divisional Head of Corporate IT &
Digitalisation & Member of the Executive Board at TÜV Nord Mobilität
(20.8.2019, 30 min): https://youtu.be/AHPEI5p2PBo
14. Innovating with Values, PODCAST with Prof. Breuer & Meier-Andrae
(14.7.2018, 54 min): https://www.ispim-innovation.com/post/henningbreuer-roman-meier-andrae-innovating-with-values
15. Values-Based Innovation Management, Interview with Henning Breuer
(2017, 3 min, ISPIM short interview): https://youtu.be/Gi4iiKZ87hQ
16. Kundenzentrierte Geschäftsmodellinnovation (German), by Henning
Breuer (04.11.2016, 15 min, at World Usability Day 2015):
https://youtu.be/PlDXXcI7OH0

Which challenges did we notice? /// Widespread misconceptions
of the role of values for innovation management persist.
1. Dealing with values is optional, e.g. valuesbased leadership as management approach.

1. However: Every company and start-up pursues
values that are managed or implicitly effective.

2. The definition of values is a leadership
responsibility of senior top management.

2. However: Values can play an important role in all
decisions and can be reworked by all employees.

3. Values are above all a subject of normative
management.

3. However: Values also fulfill necessary (heuristic,
directive and integrative) functions for strategic
and operational management.

4. Values are mostly fuzzy and difficult to
handle.

4. However: Values can become very concrete (e.g.
if violated). Proven methods help to identify
values and utilize them to facilitate innovation.

5. The search for possible innovations should
not be constrained by predefined values.

5. However: Correctly understood values enable
innovation and its successful management.

6. Values are stable, anchored in one's own
development (usually in early childhood with
reference to the individual).

6. However: Values change - in terms of their
meaning and relative importance - due to critical
life events, experiences and reflection.
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Some future challenges to address

 Increasing awareness and popularity of associated
concepts (such as purpose) among practitioners meets
oftentimes superficial treatment of values as vague
“cultural stamps” that do not translate into a framework
for action
 Need for research on actionable conceptual foundations
and theoretical contributions, empirical insights, innovation
research methods, facilitation methods.
 Enhance synergies among researchers and practitioners –
through this SIG.
 JOIN US with your experience, research and participation in
already running and upcoming projects!

Which issues do ISPIM 2021 papers address?
 Systemic change: Systemic change, values of
sustainability (Alcorta de Bronstein et al., 2021);
Ecosystem approach to sustainability-oriented
change (Saltevo, 2021), Thinking methods for
sustainable, systemic innovation (Teubert, 2021)

 Collaborative business models: Multiple value
creation, upscaling, co-creation (commitment),
transparency and traceability (trust), partner
association (shared values) (Jansen & van Diepen,
2021)

 Culture: Values-based innovation in R&D
intensive firms, networking among partners with
dissimilar cultural profiles (Ceicyte & Petraite,
2021); National Culture, Decision-making, Valuesbased innovation, Shared values, Schwatz'
cultural values orientation (Sabbagh, 2021);
Building values-based innovation cultures for
sustainable business impact (Breuer et al. 2021);
Alignment of employees' individual aspirations
and the firm's social commitment in values-based
innovation strategy (Neukam & Bollinger 2021).

 Inclusion: Virtual Inclusion of Elderly Users in Firms'
Innovation Process (Thomas et al., 2021), Youth &
intergenerational science & innovation ecosystems
(de Jong et al., 2021), Gender Bias and youth
entrepreneurship (Hartwig & Volk, 2021)

 Scaling impact, organizational growth (Penz,
2021), Financing sustainability-oriented ventures
(Dinh et al., 2021).

 Society and social dimension: Social innovation in
universities, Social Innovation Ecosystem, Solutions
for Grand Challenges, Third Mission (Berg & LeichtScholten, 2021); Changing consumer behaviour in
sustainable ways (Schneider et al., 2021)
 Industry perspectives: Opportunity recognition,
converging industries (Simon et al, 2021); Valuesbased innovation in the digital content industry
(Serirungsun, 2021)

Which challenges for future research do you see?



Lack of clarity about what kind of businesses would help to achieve the SDGs given the many
divergent concepts (Alcorta de Bronstein et al., “Introducing transformational sustainability entrepreneurship
to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals”)



Establishing networks among partners with dissimilar cultural profiles (Ceicyte et al., “Values-Driven
Innovation, Culture and Networks in R&D Intensive Firms”)



Recognizing opportunities to engage in industry convergence despite a lack of prior knowledge and
industry experience (Simon et al, “Recipes for a high opportunity recognition in converging industries”)



How organisations scale their sustainable impact? Previous research tries to capture innovation scaling
processes in singular process models that describe sustainable impact as the result of either organisational
growth or growth beyond the organisation. However, it remains unclear how these explanations are related.
(Penz, “Scaling impact, organisational growth, or both? A qualitative meta-analysis”)



Social innovation does not play an important role in research and teaching as the results show that
social innovation has so far been little addressed in research and teaching (Berg & Leicht-Scholten
“Social Innovation at Technical Universities - State of the Art”)

Which challenges for future research do you see?



How to support values-based innovation on its way to the market? Experts and professionals in valuesbased innovation might lack the capabilities needed to bring this new type of innovation to the market (Valuebased Innovation in the Thai Digital Content Industry, Serirungsun et al., 2021)



How to better understand the contexts and drivers and barriers of sustainable consumer behaviour
change? Subjectivity on the side of the researchers as well as a lack of contextualised knowledge limit
insights into changes of customer behaviour (Consumers’ motivators and barriers for the adoption of plantbased milk, Schneider et al., 2021)



Is youth-led innovation more likely to be values-based, compared to innovation by other innovators?
(Working toward a theory of intergenerational innovation ecosystems, de Jong et al., 2021): “… ‘the key to
value-co-creation in networks is to match the particular capabilities of different network members…[to]
perform the task(s) he or she can perform most efficiently and effectively’(Breuer & Lüdeke-Freund, 2017, p.
160). We feel that this logic is incorrect, and that the key to value co-creation in networks and the key to
valuable networks in general, is not the specialisation of its actors, but to increase the capacity of its actors to
perform different behaviours or engage in different ways of thinking.” Does value co-creation result from
specialization or deviation? (Working toward a theory of intergenerational innovation ecosystems, de Jong et
al., 2021)

Now /// Special Interest Group at ISPIM 2021

Download: www.uxberlin.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/2021_VBI_Track_Flyer_for_A4_print_v2.pdf
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Now /// Special Interest Group at ISPIM 2021

CANCELLED
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Coming Up /// Sustainable Business Model Design

Introduction to sustainable business model patterns research,
Florian Lüdeke-Freund, keynote at NBM Conference 2020 (download)

Coming Up /// IJIM Special Issue & Position Paper 2022



Participate as co-author in a position paper after ISPIM 2022
– looking back and synthesizing your publications from three
years in this Special Interest Group, and looking ahead (just
contact Henning if you are interested at h.breuer(at)hmkw.de).



Also coming up our IJIM Special Issue 2021/22 on
Managing Values for Innovation —
Cases, Methods, and Theories, edited by Henning Breuer,
Florian Lüdeke-Freund and John Bessant

Thank you for your attention! See you at ISPIM 2022

